WORKING DOG CLUB
Championship Show
MR. LUCIANO MUSSILINO (Italy) - DOGS
Mr LOUIS DONALD (Qld) – BITCHES
SUNDAY 2ND NOVEMBER 2014
Sunbury
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BABY PUPPY DOG STOCK
GRADING P.
KYJHAN BRAZEN OUTLORE 23/06/14 (Vladimir Get Ready T Rumble AZ x
Bramblegait A Ryhan AZ) 3100308111 Brd/Exh. D. Newnham
AMBERG VANGELIS 04/05/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Amberg Yumi)
2100406466 Brd. Amberg Knls. Exh. Zibellina Knls.
JAKNELL ORIGINAL SIN 26/05/14 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x Jaknell
Sweet Revenge AZ) 2100410265 Brd/Exh. A. & J. Kada
FREEVALE GOTCHA GOING CRAZY 10/06/14 (Ch. *Arkon v Altenberger Land a
ED x Ch. *Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ) 2100409073 Brd. M. & C. Morris Exh.
Ramadge/Morris
MINOR PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COAT
P
ZANDRAC DARTH VADAR 23/02/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Kantenna
Venus Delight AZ) 3100303321 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
VP 2 – P 3-
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ALIMANDA ITS ALL ABOUT ME 13/02/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x
Bruangie Something To Follow AZ) 5100080030 Brd/Exh. Alimanda Knls.
ARKAHLA YOU CAN NOT B SERIOUS 04/03/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x
Ch. *Arkahla Waltzing Matilda AZ) Brd. Arkahla Knls. Exh. B. & H. De Luca
BLUEMAX SAY BOMBS AWAY 22/03/14 *Noell v Suentelstein a ED x
*Bluemax Sofie AZ) 4100241921 Brd/Exh. A. Brinkworth
VOLSCAIN ECKO 12/03/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x *Volscain Xilla AZ)
3100304536 Brd/Exh. Volscain Knls.
BRONZEHUND KOSCIUSZKO 23/03/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x Ch.
*Lashadas Amber AZ CD RN) 3106305254 Brd. I. Urie Exh. C. Begbie
PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT
VP = 5, SUFFICIENT = 2.
KYOARA FABIO 23/11/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Olanda v Zisawinkel
a ED) 400236829 Brd/Exh. R.J. Oar
SANNJESA MR SAMCRO 24/01/14 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Sannjesa Just A Flirt AZ) 3100301492 Brd/Exh. S. & S. Mase
ROXAMBURG BRUNO MARS GRENEDE 20/01/14 (*Tuabu Midnight AZ x
*Bekannte All About Moiye Roxet AZ) 7100030973 Brd/Exh. G. & K. Hall
HILLMAGIC BLACK AVENGER 20/12/13 (Ch. *Tais v Haus Alfabo a ED x Ch.
Hillmagic Nix AZ) 2100397482 Brd/Exh. P. Jones
DERHARV GOLDEN TICKET 11/12/13 (Seigen Crunchies Time Out AZ x
Derharv Gold Dust AZ) 3100299245 Brd/Exh. H. Kelly
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SHALEEDY SECRET IDENTITY 07/01/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x *Shaleedy
Royal Highness AZ) 3100299912 Brd. F. & V. Moody Exh. Sammacann Knls.
WILDESHOLZ PURE PLATINUM 17/11/13 (Ch. *Arkon v Altenberger Land a ED
x *Vonisar Golden Girl AZ) 3100296725 Brd. B. & F. Clark Exh. T. Byron
JUNIOR DOG LONG STOCK COAT
VG.
CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW 24/07/13 (Ch. *Ustinov v Romerland a ED x
*Jayshell Winona AZ) 3100292457 Brd. P. & N. McDermott Exh. D. & L. Organ
Big size, good type, good head, yellow eyes, very good top line, short croup.
Good angulations. The left ear leans in. Good movement.
JUNIOR DOG STOCK COAT
VG
THUNDER SWARTZLIC STRIKE 17/10/13 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x
*Bernloch Blame It On Rio AZ) 3100296065 Brd. S. Hargreaves
Over medium size, good type, normal head, good pigmentation and colour.
Normal withers, good top line, short croup. Short upper arm. Normal hind
angulation. Elbows still to close, loose hocks. Good movement where the
back is not firm.
INTERMEDIATE DOG STOCK COAT
VG = 7, G - 1
*JAKNELL COZ IM TNT AZ 14/07/12 (*Vegas v Dongmiran a ED x Ch. *Aldaina
Bijanka AZ) 2100367479 Brd/Exh. A. & J. Kada.
Big size, very good type with very good head. Very good pigmentation and
colour. High withers, good top line and good croup. Very good angulation.
Very good fore angulation, hind angulation is on the limit. Loose hocks,
elbows should be firmer. Very good movement.
*ZANDRAC THE HARD WAY AZ 07/01/14 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x
*Grundelhardt Quest For Gold AZ) Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh. Dobson/Jones
At the limit of size, good type, good head, good pigmentation. High withers,
good top line and croup. Very good angulation. Loose hocks, Good
movement.
RAMARA TOTALLY TRASHED AZ 10/01/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x
Amstine Appy Daze AZ) 3100284046 Brd M. Raftopoulos Exh. N. Ainley
On the limit of size. Good type, good head, a little light eye. High withers,
very good top line and croup. Straight upper arm. Good hind angulation.
Loose hocks. Good movement but reach should be freer.
KAZKIRI DEEP PURPLE 25/04/13 (Ch. *Britstar New Age Guy AZ x Jannire
Black Beauty AZ) 3100288455 Brd. N. Symes Exh. D. & J. Jacobson
Big size, very good type, very good head, very good pigmentation. Deep
underchest. Normal wither, good topline, short and flat croup. Good
angulation. Good movement, falling a little on the forehand.
*WILLMAURS ROMFORD REGGIE AZ 26/01/14 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ
ET x *Willmaurs Notting Hill Nell AZ) 3100283764 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh.
S. & J. Wade
Big size, good type, good head, good pigmentation. High withers, good top
line, short croup. Straight upper arm, good hind angulation. Good movement.
KILLARA SUMMER HEIGHTS AZ 14/01/13 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
D.Ch. (T) Killara Padraigin AZ RN TSDX) 3100283304 Brd. P. & D. Howard Exh.
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McPhan/Dejong
Big size, good type, masculine head. Eyes are a little light. Normal wither,
good top line, steep croup. Good angulation. Good movement.
CH. ALIMANDA FIRE WALKER AZ 01/03/13 (Ch. *Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ x
*Ch. Durnstein Champagne AZ) 5100074495 Brd/Exh. Alimanda Knls.
Over medium size, good type, a little bit compact in body, feminine head,
yellow eyes. Normal withers, good topline short croup. Short and straight
upperarm. Good hind angulation. Normal movement.
STOBAR QUENTIN AZ 28/11/12 (*Odin Delle Terre Matildiche a ED x *Stobar
Diksy AZ) 3100280635 Brd. Stobar Knls. Exh. S. McDonald
Over medium size, good type, normal head, the mask should be darker. The
black over the back should be stronger. Normal withers, good top line, short
and steep croup. Normal angulation. Short underchest, Good movement.
AUSTRALIAN BRED DOG LONG STOCK COAT
VG
BOZEEB VALIANT KNIGHT 26/08/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Bozeeb
Ultrafox AZ) 3100293761 Brd. J. Jordan Exh. S. Thompson
Big size, very good type, very good head. Good pigmentation, High wither,
good topline, short steep croup. Good angulations. Front is not correct. In
movement he falls on the forehand.
OPEN DOG STOCK COAT
Exc = 12. VG - 1
CH. *USTINOV v ROMERLAND a ED 15/09/06 (*Quantum V Arminius a ED x
*Kira v Lacros a ED) SZ188759 Brd. H. Preller Exh. G. & K. Stevenson
Big size, excellent type, excellent head and expression, good pigmentation
and colour, a little stretched. Good topline and very good croup. Excellent
angulation. Excellent movement.
CH. *INDIO di CASA NOBILI a ED 20/06/10 (*Geck di Casa Nobili x Dolly di
Casa Nobili) ROI10/196762 Brd. L. Nobili Exh. N. Hammond
Big size, very good type, excellent head, good pigment, good colour. Good
proportions, normal withers, good topline, short croup. Good angulation
pasterns should be firmer. Elbows should be firmer. Good movement.
*XARO vd PLASSENBURG a ED 11/11/10 (*Remo v Fichtenschlag a ED x
*Wendy vd Piste Trophe a ED) SZ 2259567 Brd. W. Hasgall Exh. A. & R. Jones
Limit of the size, excellent type, very good head, and very good pigmentation.
A little stretched. Normal wither, good topline, short croup. Very good
angulation, elbows should be firmer. Very good movement.
*ODIN DELLE TERRE MATILDICHE a ED 08/06/09 (*Furbo Degli Achei a ED x
*Hella Delle Terre Matildiche a ED) LOI 09/144632 Brd. R. Scartani Exh. S.
Pittelli
On the limit of size, very good type, very good head, excellent pigmentation
and colour. Very good proportions, high wither, good topline, short croup.
Very good fore angulation. Hind angulation is over the limit. Elbows are not
closed. Very loose hocks. Very good movement.
*SCHAEFERHUND RAFAEL AZ 15/12/10 (*Vegas v Dongmiran a ED x
*Schaeferhund Celena AZ) 3100247886 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh. S. Hargreaves
On the limit of size. Good type, good head where the stop should be more
pronounced. Good pigmentation. Normal wither, good topline, short croup.
Good angulations. Good movement where the reach should be free.
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*LEGIONAIRE RASCAL FLATS AZ 16/11/10 (*Denargun Jabiru AZ x *Legionaire
Drout Breaka AZ) 3100246226 Brd/Exh. Legionaire Knls.
Big size, good type, good head, good pigmentation. Flat wither with a nick
behind the wither. Short steep croup. Short upper arm. Good hind
angulation. The feet are open. Loose hocks, elbows are open. Good
movement where he should carry the wither higher.
*UHLMSDORF BLUE JEANS AZ 03/05/12 (*Hero v Renderau a ED x
*Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac AZ) 9100009199 Brd/Exh. Uhlmsdorf Knls
Over medium size, good type, good head, slightly light eyes. Good pigment,
deep underchest. Normal withers, good topline, short croup. Short upper
arm. Good hind angulation. Elbows should be more closed. Underchest is
deep and short. Normal movement.
*SCHAEFERHUND XASKO AZ 02/08/12 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Ryzack
Alexa AZ) 3100276037 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal
Dbl P1 Upper left and right. Big size, good type, good head. Very good
pigmentation and colour. Very good proportions. High wither, good topline
and croup. Steep upper arm, very good hind angulation. Loose hocks. Very
good movement.
*TUABA MIDNIGHT AZ 17/10/11 (*Jaimon Grimm AZ x Tuaba Typhoon AZ)
7100026459 Brd. P. Bassett Exh. G. & K. Hall
Big size, good type, very good head. Good pigmentation. High wither, good
topline, good croup. Short upper arm, good hind angulation. Elbows should
be more closed. Normal movement where his steps should be more
expansive..
*JAYSHELL ARCHIMEDES AZ 09/06/11 (*Vegas v Dongmiran a ED x
*Blakngold Honey Jumble AZ) 3100256952 Brd. P. & N. McDermott Exh.
Auwema/McDermott
Big size, good type, good head, good pigmentation and colour. High wither
good topline, short and steep croup. Good angulations. Elbows are not
closed. Under jaw should be stronger. Good movement.
CH. *SCHNEEBERG FIRE STORM AZ ET 01/09/07 (*Scheer Jose Cuervo AZ x
Ch. *Schneeberg Pure Charm AZ) 2100258867 Brd. Schneeberg Knls. Exh. T.
Mills
Big size, very good type, very good head, good pigmentation. Eyes are a little
light. Good proportions, high wither, good topline, short croup. Straight
upper arm. Hind angulation is on the limit. Loose hocks, The elbows are open.
Good movement.
CH. *BABENBERG JOACHIM AZ 06/04/12 (*Esko ad Haus Zygadto a ED x
*Charon v Overledingerland a ED) 5100069278 Brd. Babenberg Knls. Exh.
Johnston/Collins
Big size, good type, normal head, roman nose. Good pigmentation, high
wither, good topline, good croup. Good angulation. Front is not correct. Good
movement where the hind thrust should be more powerful.
KUIRAU ASSLAN 02/02/12 (Ch. *Jimmy v Baruther Land a ED x Kuirau
Oceana) 2100355602 Brd. P. D. & J. Murray Exh. D. & J. Jacobson
Over medium size, good type, normal head, good pigmentation. Normal
wither, deep underchest, good topline, flat and short croup. Normal
angulation. Normal movement.
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BABY PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
GRADING: Very Promising
KANJELESE GEISHA GIRL 30/06/14 (*Bodecka Yoda AZ ET x *Kanjelese
Dominatrix AZ) 3100308886 Brd/Exh. A. Beard
BABY PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
GRADING: Very Promising
TAURORN SHADOW DANCER 07/05/14 (Ch. *Kardin Kruger AZ x Taurorn
Niabi) 5100081740 Brd. G. Wellman Exh. A. Johnston
JAKNELL SWEET PAINTED LADY 26/05/14 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
Jaknell Sweet Revenge AZ) 2100410263 Brd/Exh. A. & J. Kada
BERNLOCH DE JA VU 23/05/14 (*Seigen Suris Alfie AZ x Bernloch Aurora AZ)
2100409307 Brd. K. Griffis Exh. S. Hargreaves
VONPETA ZIPPER TEE DOO DAA 26/07/14 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x
*Vonpeta Our Evas Image AZ) 5100082950 Brd. Damarell/Pike Exh. Arkahla
Knls.
ASTASIA PENNY 15/05/14 (*Zony v Haus Gerstenberg a ED x *Astasia Buffee
AZ) 4100244191 Brd/Exh. B. & P. Hersant
FREEVALE CRAZIER IN PINK 10/06/14 (Ch. *Arkon v Altenberger Land a ED x
Ch. *Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ) 2100409067 Brd. M. & C. Morris Exh.
Mayne/Morris
KARHAM TALK DIRTY TO ME 27/05/14 (Ch.*Indio di Casa Nobili a ED x Ch.
*Karham Destinys Gold AZ) 4100243188 Brd/Exh. M. Hammond
GRADING: Promising
FREEVALE CRAZY BEAUTIFUL 10/06/14 (Ch. *Arkon v Altenberger Land a ED
x Ch. *Freevale Crazy In Pink AZ) 2100409070 Brd. M. & C. Morris Exh. I.
Borodinova
KINBAR CANDY 28/06/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Schaeferhund Hanna
AZ) 3100308491 Brd/Exh. S. Kinsman
MINOR PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
GRADING: Very Promising
UHLMSDORF PINK GIN 23/02/14 (*Odin Delle Terra Matildiche a ED x
*Uhlmsdorf Ellie Mac AZ) 9100009984 Brd/Exh. Uhlmsdorf Knls
ZANDRAC DUCHESS SATINE KRYZE 23/02/14 (*Hatto v Huhnegrab a ED x
*Kantenna Venus Delight AZ) 3100002044 Brd. A. & R. Jones Exh. D. & L.
Organ
MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
GRADING: Very Promising
SADRIA TILLYS PEPPER 23/03/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Conkasha Spring
Mist) 2100403602 Brd. S. Morrissey Exh. J. Carter
BRONZEHUND KHALEESI 23/03/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x Ch.
*Lashadas Amber AZ) 3100305256 Brd/Exh. I. Urie
SWARTZLIC STRAWBERRY KISS 10/02/14 (*Schaeferhund Rafael AZ x
Swartzlic Pink Porche AZ) 3100301712 Brd/Exh. S. Hargreaves
VOLSCAIN ELLE 12/03/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x *Volscain Xilla AZ)
3100304537 Brd/Exh. Volscain Knls.
GRADING: Very Promising
VANLAND BLYSS 28/02/14 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Izobel AZ)
3100302166 Brd. H. & S. Van De Beek Exh. Stocks/Auwema
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ALIMANDA INFINITE DREAMS 13/02/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Bruangie
Something To Follow AZ) 5100080032 Brd/Exh. Alimanda Knls.
PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
GRADING: Very Promising
VLADIMIR INSAITSABLE 05/12/13 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x Sup. Ch.
*Vladimir Anarchy AZ) Brd. G. & K. Morton Exh. D. West
PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT
GRADING: Very Promising
BRONACRE ULURU MAIDEN 26/01/14 (Ch.*Bluemax Salt AZ x *Bronacre
Philadelphia Freedom AZ) 3100301407 Brd/Exh. Bronacre Knls.
RAMARA TALK DIRTY TUME 15/01/14 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
Ramara Unique AZ) 3100303195 Brd. M. Raftopolous Exh. N. Ainley
WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TRICKATREAT 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a
ED x *Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300499 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. S.
& J. Wade
JAYSHELL INDIA 11/11/13 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x *Jayshell Petra
AZ) 3100296665 Brd/Exh. P. & N. McDermott
DERHARV PURE BLONDE 11/12/13 (Seigen Crunchies Time Out AZ x Derharv
Gold Dust AZ) 3100299249 Brd/Exh. H. Kelly
HILLMAGIC BLACK CHERRY 20/12/13 (Ch. *Tais v Haus Alfabo a ED x Ch.
Hillmagic Nix AZ) 2100397490 Brd/Exh. P. Jones
BODECKA BLACK VELVET 29/11/13 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x Ch. *Lashadas
Xquisite AZ) 3100297534 Brd/Exh. J. Joseph
WILLMAURS TOTTENHAM TWIGGY 17/01/14 (*Hayo aus Agrigento a ED x
*Willmaurs East End Effie AZ) 3100300500 Brd. W. & M. Goodwin Exh. V.
Lewis
GRADING: Promising
KANEKARA EVERYBODY SHUFFLING 30/12/13 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x
*Bronzehund Imadorable AZ) 3100299143 Brd/Exh. N. Moissis
WILDESHOLZ SERENE AMBIANCE 17/11/13 (Ch.*Arkon v Altenberger Land a
ED x *Vonisar Golden Girl AZ) 3100296726 Brd/Exh. B. & F. Clark
GRADING: Ungraded
TARDEL LET IT BE 16/12/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Tardel Jericho
Moon AZ) 3100298098 Brd. R. & L. Dyer Exh. M. Bar-Tor
MISTEISHAH FLORENCE 08/01/14 (*Pepe vd Zenteiche a ED x *Kantenna
Lady Ga Ga AZ) 3100299523 Brd/Exh. P. Vincent

JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
GRADING: Very Good
BRONACRE CHEW BACCA 01/08/13 (*Bronacre Yoda AZ ET x *Bronacre
Imogen AZ) 3100293001 Brd. Bronacre Knls. Exh. S. Diegan
59cm. An above medium size medium strong, very well coloured, strongly
pigmented typey expressive bitch. She should stand a little more correct
when viewed from the front. Good breadth of skull, good ear size and set.
Ideally the neck should be slightly longer, high withers, firm straight back,
very good croup, the upper arm should be a little longer, very good hind
angulation. Balanced fore and underchest development. Stepping correct
behind with good hock firmness, stepping correct in front. She has a slightly
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high stepping fore action. During movement she shows a powerful drive with
very good forehand reach transmitted through a firm back. Her movement is
effective and enduring.
GRADING: Good
MOREKOS BEJEWELLED 07/09/14 (Monsimbee Kaleb AZ x *Beychief Hoop La
AZ CD ET) 2100391107 Brd. M. Stendara Exh. A. Smith
62 cm bitch. An oversized bitch, with very strong colour and very strong
pigmentation, she should be a bit more expressive, good eye colour. Good
withers, the back should be firmer, short steep croup. Good hind angulation.
The upper arm is short, good length of foreleg, slightly short underchest.
Stands correct when viewed from the front. Steps correct behind, steps
correct in front, the elbows should be tighter. During movement the drive
and the reach are a little restricted. She would have received a very good
grading had she been within size.
JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT
GRADING: Very good
HARLEROSE ANGEL 28/08/13 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x *Bronacre Indian
Sunset AZ) 3100294285 Brd. M. & S. Stedwell Exh. J. Urie
60.5 A large, just medium strong bitch typey bitch who stands correct when
viewed from the front. Good head and expression, good eye colour, good
breadth of skull, good strength of foreface. Good reach of neck, high withers,
firm straight back, the croup is of a good length but set slightly steep, high
set tail. The upper arm should be a little longer and better laid, very good
hind angulation, very good length of foreleg, the pasterns should be a little
firmer. Stepping correct behind, the hocks should be a little firmer, moves
wide in front, the elbows should be a little tighter. During movement shows
very good drive and reach, the movement is balanced and free and the back
remains firm.
KHANIQUE GRACIE 20/10/13 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Volscain Questa
AZ) 2100393159 Brd/Ex. C. Booth
60 cm A large and very excitable bitch of good type. An expressive bitch
where the planes of the skull and foreface are out of alignment and create a
dish faced appearance. Good reach of neck, high withers, straight back,
slightly flat and slightly short croup. Slightly short upper arm, good hind
angulation, good fore and slightly short underchest. Very good length of
foreleg. Stepping behind the hocks should be firmer. In the individual
assessment she was totally out of control but settled once she had a few laps
of the ring. During movement and after she settled down she shows very
good drive and reach through a firm back.
BABENBURG LA BELLA 19/07/13 (*Vimo vd Hopfenhalle a ED x *Charon v
Overledingerland a ED) 5100076714 Brd. Babenburg Knls. Exh. T.
Schoemaker
59cm. Above medium size, medium strong, typey bitch who stands correct in
front. Good head and expression, good ear size and set. The neck should be
ideally a little longer, high withers, firm straight back, slightly steep but good
length of croup. Very good fore and hind angulation, good fore and slightly
short underchest. Stepping correct in front, the hocks should be firmer,
stepping a little wide in front. During movement shows very good drive and
reach through a firm back.
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BRONACRE FLYING SOLO AZ 03/08/13 (*Bodecka Yoda AZ x *Bronacre Lucy
In The Sky AZ) 3100292998 Brd/Exh. S. Hargreaves
56cm An under middle size bitch of good type, she is well coloured and has
strong pigmentation. Good head and expression, powerful neck. good eye
colour. Standing correct when viewed from the front, good withers, firm
back, slightly short slightly steep croup. She should be just a little longer in
foreleg, good forechest development, slightly short underchest. She should
not be any deeper in hind angulation. Stepping wide behind, the hocks
should be firmer, stepping correct, in front the elbows should be a little
tighter. During movement she shows very good drive with slightly restricted
forereach through a firm back.
STOBAR SASKIA 26/07/13 (*Jayshell Archimedes AZ x *Stobar Diksy AZ)
3100292450 Brd. Stobar Knls. Exh. Auwema/Berry
60.5 cm. A large bitch who should have a little more breadth of forechest.
Good breadth of skull, good strength of foreface. She should be a little longer
in the neck, high withers, firm back, good croup, the upper arm should be
better laid. Pronounced forechest development, good underchest
development. Good length of foreleg, very good hind angulation. Stepping a
little wide behind, the hocks should be firmer, stepping a little wide in front.
During movement she shows good drive and reach through a firm back.
GRADING: Good
SCHAEFERHUND ENYA 26/09/13 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Schaeferhund Quanta AZ) 3100294757 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal
60 cm. A large bitch who is just under medium bone strength and who
should be more substantial relative to her size. The eyes should be darker.
She stands correct when viewed from the front. The stop should be more
defined. Slightly upright neck carriage, good wither firm back, slightly steep
croup that should be longer, short steep upper arm and deep hind
angulation. Very good length of foreleg, she should show more pronounced
forechest and is slightly short in underchest. Stepping a little wide behind,
stepping correct in front, the elbows should be a little tighter. She should be
more stable in the hindquarter during movement and the back should
remain firmer.
LEWISLAND HIDE N SEEK 06/07/13 (*Focus vd Piste Trophe a ED x Lewisland
Foxy Lady) 5100076513 Brd/Exh. T. Metcalfe
62cm. An oversize bitch. Good head and expression, good reach of neck,
good withers, the back should be firmer, short slightly flat croup. Short
slightly steep upper arm, good hind angulation, she should be a little deeper
and longer in the underchest. Steps wide behind, wide in front. During
movement the drive and reach is somewhat restricted. Her size cost her
several places.
GRADING: Ungraded
HILLMAGIC PURPLE RAIN 03/10/13 (Ch. *Ustinov v Romerland a ED x
Hillmagic Sage AZ) 2100394015 Brd/Exh. P. Jones
61 cm Another large bitch who lacks overall balance, substance, proportion
and harmony. She is a very nervous bitch. Stepping wide behind, wide in
front. During movement the drive and reach is somewhat restricted.
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INTERMEDIATE BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
GRADING: Very Good
CH. RAMARA TOTALLY WICKED AZ RA 10/01/14 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED
x Amstine Appy Daze AZ) 3100284048 Brd. M. Raftopoulos Exh. W. Seng Hpa
61.5 cm. A large, stretched, well coloured bitch, dark eyes. The planes of the
skull and foreface should be better aligned, good ear set and size. Strong
neck, high withers, firm straight back, short steep upper arm, short steep
croup. She should have more pronounced forechest, slightly short
underchest. Very good hind angulation. Stepping behind the hocks should be
firmer, stepping a little wide in front the pasterns should be firmer. During
movement shows very good drive, slightly restricted forehand reach, the
back should remain a little firmer.
AMARADA KAN U KWIK STEP 04/07/12 (*Fakir v Heinrichplatz a ED x
*Amarada Dirty Dancing AZ) 710002829 Brd/Exh. G. & G. Cullen
59cm bitch who is above medium size and is medium strong, well pigmented
and strongly coloured bitch. The planes of the skull and foreface are out of
alignment, light eyes. The neck should be a little longer, level withers, slight
rise over the back during movement. Short steep croup the upper arm should
be longer and better laid. Slightly deep chest, standing correct viewed from
the front, the pasterns should be a little firmer. Very good hind angulation. A
very substantial bitch. Stepping correct behind the hocks should be firmer,
stepping correct in front, the elbows should be tighter. During movement she
shows a powerful drive however she falls on the forehand, the back is slightly
curved and she has a restricted forereach. The heaviness, curve over the
back and restricted forehand movement prohibited her from winning this
class.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT
GRADING: Very Good
*BLUEMAX JOLIE AZ 16/01/12 (Ch. *Jimmy v Baruther Land a ED x *Bluemax
Tanzin AZ) 4100208941 Brd/Exh. A. Brinkworth
59cm. An above medium size, dry, medium strong, black and gold, expressive
typey and animated bitch. Good reach of the neck, high withers, firm straight
back, slightly flat croup of very good length. The upper arm should be just a
little longer and a little better laid, very good fore and just slightly short
underchest development, very good length of the forelegs, very good hind
angulation. Standing correct when viewed from the front. She steps correct
behind with good hock firmness, steps correct in front but with a slight
stepping action, the elbows should be just a little tighter. During movement
she shows very good drive and forehand reach transmitted through a firm
tight backline.
AIMSWAY ZADA AZ 17/10/12 (*Zamb v Schwarzaugen a ED x *Aimsway
Winnee AZ) 2100371086 Brd. J. & L. Martens Exh. M. Matuschka
61 cm. A very large, medium strong, typey, well constructed bitch. Good
head and expression, good ear size and set, the eyes should be a little darker.
Good withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup. The upper arm
should be a little longer and better laid, very good hind angulation, very good
length of foreleg. Good fore, slightly short underchest. Stands correct when
viewed from the front. Stepping correct behind, the hocks should a little
firmer, stepping correct in front, the elbows should be a little tighter. During
movement she shows an effective drive with very good forehand reach
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transmitted through a firm topline.
ALIMANDA GREYS ANATOMY AZ 09/04/13 (Ch. *Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ x
Bruangie Something To Follow AZ) 5100074992 Brd/Exh. Alimanda Knls.
60 cm. A large, strong, animated bitch with large ears that have been
damaged. She should have a slightly more defined stop, she has a dark mask,
strong neck, high withers, firm back and good croup. She has balanced fore
and hind angulation. She has a short underchest. Stepping correct behind,
stepping just a little wide in front, the pasterns should be a little firmer.
During movement she shows very good drive and reach through a firm back.
SHEPHERDHILL VENUS 22/10/12 (Ch. *Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ x
Shepherdhill Jaimmie) 5100072327 Brd. Shepherdhill Knls. Exh. Zibellina Knls.
59 cm. Large, strong substantial elongated bitch. The eyes are too light and it
spoils the expression. Good neck, good withers, straight back, slightly short
slightly steep croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation, very good
length of foreleg, balanced fore and underchest development. She stands
correct when viewed from the front. Stepping from the rear the hocks should
be much firmer, stepping a little wide in front the elbows should be tighter to
the body. During movement she shows very good drive and forehand reach, I
would like to see the ligamentation firmer and tighter and she should be in
drier condition.
*SCHONFEUER HOT DESIRE AZ 27/02/12 (Ch. *Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ x
Sunhaze Melting Moments AZ) 2100356843 Brd/Exh. T. & A. Mills
59cm. Large, very well coloured grey bitch. Very good head and expression,
good strength of skull and foreface and dark eyes. Powerful neck, high
withers, firm straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup. Balanced fore
and hind angulation, the forelegs should be a little longer. Good fore slightly
short underchest. Stepping correct behind, stepping a little wide in front,
good elbow connection. During movement she shows good drive and
forehand reach, however I would like to see the movement a little freer and
this cost her a higher placing.
ZANDRAC YOURE THE ONLY ONE AZ 26/12/12 (Ch. *Kwint v Juerikstall a ED x
*Vecia v Noort a ED) 3100282621 Brd/Exh. A. & R. Jones
56.5cm. Under middle size, medium strong, typey quite nicely balanced bitch
who should be stronger in the breadth of her skull and depth of foreface.
Good strength of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep
croup. Pronounced forechest, slightly short underchest, very good fore
angulation, deep hind angulation. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct
when viewed from the front. Just a slight curve over the back and loin.
Stepping correct behind, stepping correct in front with good elbow
connection. During movement she shows good drive and reach however I
would like to see her a little freer in movement and steadier in the
hindquarters. There is a slight ring to the tail
ALIMANDA FLIRTING WITH FIRE AZ 01/03/13 (Ch. *Schneeberg Fire Storm
AZ x Ch. *Durnstein Champagne AZ) 5100074493 Brd/Exh. Alimanda Knls.
59cm. A large, grey expressive bitch. Good strength of the skull and foreface,
the eyes should be a little darker,the ears should be a little higher set. Good
strength and reach of neck, high withers, firm straight back, the croup should
be a little longer. The upper arm should be a little longer and better laid, very
good hind angulation. Very good length of foreleg, the pasterns should be
firmer. Stepping from the rear the hocks should be much firmer, stepping
correct in front. During movement she shows good drive with slightly
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restricted forehand reach, she falls a little on the forehand. Her movement
stopped her forward advance.
STOBAR ROSETTA AZ 14/01/13 (Ch. *Sirio v Rauhtal a ED x *Stobar Hexana
AZ) 3100282884 Brd/Exh. H. & C. Auwema
59cm. A large, strong, substantial, elongated bitch who’s skull and foreface
should be a bit stronger. In stance she gives a very good impression. Very
good reach of the neck, high withers, firm straight back, slightly short slightly
steep croup. The upper arm could be a little longer and slightly better laid,
very good length of foreleg, good fore and underchest development, very
good hind angulation. Stepping from the rear the hocks should be much
firmer, stepping a little wide in, the front elbows should be firmer. During
movement she shows good drive and forehand however she has a slightly
high stepping fore action and the hock infirmness is evident.
SCHAEFERHUND BALLEENA AZ 22/04/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x
*Ryzack Acacia AZ) 3100287963 Brd/Exh. I. Bohdal
58.5cm. Above medium size medium strong, elongated bitch. Dark mask,
good eye colour, she should be a little more settled. She should be a little
longer in the neck, level withers, firm back, slightly flat croup. The upper arm
should be longer and better laid, good fore slightly short underchest, slightly
deep hind angulation. The pasterns should be firmer. Very good length of
forelegs. Stepping from the rear the hocks are unstable, stepping from the
front the elbows should be tighter to the body. During movement she shows
good drive and reach, the back should be firmer, however the hocks are a
significant problem and impeded any further higher placing.
GRADING: Good
SCHAEFERHUND BANJA AZ 22/04/13 (*Yester v Feuermelder a ED x *Ryzack
Acacia AZ) 3100287964 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh. J. Eaton.
59cm. Above medium size medium strong, slightly long bitch. Very good
head and expression, the muzzle should be a little longer. Level withers, firm
back, slightly short slightly steep croup. Slightly short slightly steep upper
arm, good fore and underchest, good length of foreleg, very good hind
angulation. Stepping from the rear the hocks should be firmer, stepping a
little wide in front, the elbows should be a little tighter. During movement
the drive and reach should be more effective and the back should remain
firmer. She should be in firmer drier condition.
KILLARA AELLA AZ TD 07/01/13 (Ch. *Bronzehund Iron Man AZ ET x D. Ch. (T)
*Killara Winter Solstice AZ) 3100283200 Brd. P. & D. Howard Exh. I. Woollard
61cm. A very large, just medium strong, expression bitch. Good strength of
the skull and foreface. The neck should be just a little longer, level withers,
firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup. The upper arm should be longer
and better laid, good fore, slightly short underchest, very good hind
angulation. Stepping correct behind with good hock firmness, stepping
correct in front. During movement the drive and reach should be far more
effective.
AUSTRALIAN BRED BITCH STOCK COAT
GRADING: Very Good
CLEYELDA KIMIKO LADY AZ 01/10/09 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Cleyelda Joyful Ren AZ) 3100226988 Brd/Exh. M. Lanfranchi
61cm. A very large, strong, typey, well coloured expressive bitch who stands
correct in front. Good ear size and set. Good eye colour good breadth of
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skull, good strength of foreface. Good reach of neck, high withers, firm
straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup. The upper arm is of good
length but should be better angled, deep hind angulation. Good fore and
underchest development, good length of foreleg. She should be much firmer
in the hocks. Stepping a little wide in front. During movement she shows
good drive and reach through a firm back, the unstable hocks impede the
firmness of the drive.
GRADING: Good
BURSHINE AINSLIE 21/10/13 (*Focus vd Piste Trophe a ED x Veeay Freya)
5100078180 Brd. A. & L. Burston Exh. I. Borodinova
64.5 cm. A grossly oversize and relative to her size very fine bitch who lacks
any fundamental sense of the desired GSD harmony, proportion or balance.
She is animated with good ear size and ear set but she should be stronger in
the skull and foreface. She has a short neck, a nick behind good withers, firm
straight back, very short steep croup. She has a short steep upper arm with
moderate hind angulation, the underchest is short, the pasterns should be
much firmer in movement. Stepping correct behind she is stepping very wide
in front and the elbow connection is very loose. During movement the drive
and reach is restricted. A good grading is being very generous.
OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT
GRADING: Excellent
*KAYROSSI MS KOMOTION AZ 11/06/12 (*Hero v Renderau a ED x *Kayrossi
Ms Demeanour AZ) 4100215652 Brd. R. Masterman Exh. N. Hammond
61 cm. A very large, medium strong, typey, expressive bitch. Good ear size
and ear set, the eyes should be a little darker. Good reach of neck, high long
withers, firm straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup. The upper arm
should be a little longer and a little better laid, balanced underchest, very
good hind angulation. The pasterns should be firmer, stepping a little close
behind, she should have better hock firmness, stepping close when viewed
from the front. During movement she shows a powerful drive and good
reach.

OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT
GRADING: Excellent
*ALBATA YOLEE AZ 25/01/09 (Ch. *Kwint v Juerikstall a ED x *Albata Hayley
AZ) 4100169751 Brd/Exh. F. & C. Aili
61 cm. A very large medium strong boned, mature, black and gold well
pigmented, typey, well animated and expressive bitch. Good ear size and ear
set, very good breadth of the skull, the stop should be just a little more
defined, strong foreface, slight roman nose. Powerful neck, high withers,
strong tight back, the croup is a little short and it is steep with a pronounced
tail set. Very good fore and hind angulation, balanced fore and underchest
development. I would not like to see her any deeper in chest. Stands correct
when viewed from the front. A nicely balanced and powerful bitch who steps
correct behind with good hock firmness, stands and steps correct in front,
the elbows should be a little tighter. During movement she shows a powerful
drive with very good forehand reach transmitted through a firm back. The
movement is energetic, ground covering, powerful, balanced and
harmonious.
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CH. *BRONACRE HOKEY POKEY AZ 06/10/12 (*Bluemax Zoomba AZ x
*Bronacre Philadelphia Freedom AZ) 3100279129 Brd. Bronacre Knls. Exh. A.
Brinkworth
60cm. A large, stretched, just medium strong boned bitch who is very well
coloured, strongly pigmented and typey. The ears could be just a little higher
set, slight roman nose and relative to her skull length she has a slightly long
foreface. She has very good reach of the neck, high withers, a firm straight
tight back, just slightly short but well laid croup and very good fore and hind
angulation. She has balanced fore and underchest development. Very good
length of forelegs. She stands correct when viewed from the front. Stepping
correct behind with good hock firmness, stepping correct when viewed from
the front the elbows could be a little tighter. During movement she shows an
effective drive with very good forehand reach transmitted through a firm
straight backline. In all respects a very good bitch.
*VOLSCAIN AKIRA AZ CCD 01/07/12 (Ch. *Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ x
*Molle vd Werther Muhle a ED) 3100275847 Brd. Volscain Knls. Exh. C.
Anderson
60 cm. A large medium strong, black and tan bitch. Good eye colour, good
expression. She gives a very good impression in stance. Good breadth of the
skull, good strength of the foreface. Good reach and strength of the neck,
high withers, firm straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup. The upper
arm should be just a little longer and slightly better laid, deep hind
angulation. Balanced fore and underchest development, very good length of
forelegs. She stands correct when viewed from the front. Stepping a little
wide from the rear, the hocks should be a little firmer, she is also stepping a
little wide in front. During movement she shows very good drive and to her
credit she improved as the class proceeded and as such she has advanced
from an initial rearward position.
*WILLMAURS QUEENSWAY QUONDO AZ 10/10/12 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton
John AZ ET x *Willmaurs Notting Hill Nina AZ 3100161863 Brd. W. & M.
Goodwin Exh. A. Vasiliou
59 cm. A well above medium size, medium strong, very well coloured
strongly pigmented bitch with Just slightly large ears, Good breadth of skull
good strength of foreface, dark mask and dark eyes. Good reach of neck, high
withers, straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup. Very good fore and
deep hind angulation. Very good length of foreleg. She stands correct when
viewed from the front. Stepping from the rear the hocks should be firmer,
stepping from the front the elbows should be a little tighter. The pasterns
should be a little firmer. During movement she shows very good drive and
reach, the ligamentation over the back should remain tighter and this cost
her a place.
*SCHAEFERHUND NELKE AZ 15/07/10 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton John AZ ET x
*Schaeferhund Celena AZ) 3100241339 Brd. I. Bohdal Exh. Walter/Schulz
60 cm. A large just medium strong, stretched, typey well coloured strongly
pigmented dry and expressive bitch with good ear size and ear set. Good
breadth of skull however I would like to see the underjaw a little stronger,
slight roman nose. Good reach of the neck, high withers, firm straight back,
very good lay and angle of the croup, slightly high set tail. The upper arm
should be a little longer, she shouldn’t be any deeper in hind angulation, very
good length of foreleg. She stands correct viewed from the front. Stepping
behind the hocks should be a little firmer, stepping correct in front the
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elbows should be a little tighter to the body. During movement she shows
very good drive with just a slight restriction in the forereach, transmitted
through a firm backline. After some enduring gaiting there is an inclination to
fall on the forehand and this cost her several places today.
*ALBATA HAVANNA AZ 08/09/12 (*Toby vd Plassenburg a ED x *Albata Nikki
AZ) 4100219482 Brd/Exh. F. & C. Aili
61cm. A very large, very energetic, medium strong bitch. Good breadth of
skull, she should be a little stronger in the foreface, in the underjaw. Good
strength of neck, high withers, firm back, good croup. The upper arm could
be a little longer, deep hind angulation. Good fore and short underchest.
Good length of foreleg, the pasterns should be a little firmer. Stepping wide
behind because of the deep hind angulation the hocks should be firmer, she
steps wide in front and the elbows should be tighter. During movement she
shows good drive but I would like to see the hocks more stable, good fore
reach, she has a firm tight backline.
*KINBAR ANGEL ABBI AZ 05/07/12 (*Vegas v Dongmiran a ED x
*Schaeferhund Fanta AZ) 3100275128 Brd/Exh. S. Kinsman
58cm. Medium size slightly fine bitch who should have more substance. In
keeping with her structure the skull and foreface should be more substantial.
She has dark eyes. She should have more strength of neck, high long withers,
firm straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup. Short steep upper arm,
deep hind angulation. Good length of foreleg, slightly upright pasterns. She
should stand just a little more correct when viewed from the front. Whilst
the colour of the bitch is good the pigment is lacking. Stepping from the rear
the hocks should be firmer, correct from the front but the elbows should be
tighter to the body. During movement she shows good drive and reach that is
transmitted through a firm back.
*BRONACRE PHILADELPHIA FREEDOM AZ 13/01/11 (Ch. *Orrinshir Elton
John AZ ET x *Bronacre Imogen AZ) 3100250572 Brd/Exh. Bronacre Knls.
57cm. A medium size medium strong, well coloured strongly pigmented
expressive bitch. Good ear set and ear size. Good breadth of skull, dark eyes.
The planes of the skull and foreface should have a better alignment and this
spoils her expression and this is compounded by the foreface being just a
little too long. Strong neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup.
The upper arm should be a little longer and better laid, very good hind
angulation. Good forechest, slightly steep underchest. Good length of
forelegs, the pasterns should be firmer. Stepping correct behind, good hock
firmness, stepping correct front the elbows should be tighter to the body.
During movement she shows good drive and forereach however she has a
slightly stepping action where she bends the forlegs at the elbow and I would
like the ligaments over the back to remain a little firmer.
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*ASTASIA BUFFEE AZ 08/01/12 (Ch. *Astasia Eli AZ HIT ET x *Astasia Holly
AZ) 410020976 Brd/Exh. B. & P. Hersant
59cm. An above medium size, just medium strong, slightly long bitch who
should be a little stronger in her colour and pigment, The ears should be a
little higher set, the stop should be a little more defined, slight roman nose.
Good reach of neck, high withers, strong straight back, slightly flat croup. The
upper arm should be longer and better laid, very good hind angulation.
Balanced fore and underchest development, good length of foreleg, the
pasterns should be a little firmer. Stands correct when viewed from the
front. Stepping correct behind the hocks should be a little firmer, stepping
wide in front the elbows should be a little tighter. During movement she
shows a powerful drive with good forehand reach however the ligamentation
over the back should remain a little tighter.

Stock Coat
Challenge Dog
Reserve Challenge Dog

KYOARA FABIO
*JAKNELL COZ IM TNT AZ

Challenge Bitch
Reserve Challenge Bitch

*ALBATA YOLEE AZ
CH. *BRONACRE HOKEY POKEY AZ

Best of Breed
Runner Up of Breed

KYOARA FABIO
*ALBATA YOLEE AZ

Best Baby of Breed
Best Minor of Breed
Best Puppy of Breed
Best Junior of Breed
Best Intermediate of Breed
Best Australian Bred
Best Open of Breed

KYJHAN BRAZEN OUTLORE
ALIMANDA ITS ALL ABOUT ME
KYOARA FABIO
THUNDER SWARTZLIC STRIKE
*JAKNELL COZ IM TNT AZ
CH. *USTINOV v ROMERLAND a ED

Long Stock Coat
Challenge Dog
Reserve Challenge Dog

BOZEEB VALIANT KNIGHT
CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW

Challenge Bitch
Reserve Challenge Bitch

*KAYROSSI MS KOMOTION AZ
BRONACRE CHEW BACCA

Best of Breed
Runner Up of Breed

*KAYROSSI MS KOMOTION AZ
BRONACRE CHEW BACCA

Best Baby of Breed
Best Minor of Breed
Best Puppy of Breed
Best Junior of Breed
Best Intermediate of Breed
Best Australian Bred
Best Open of Breed

ZANDRAC DARTH VADAR
CH. JAYSHELL GLASGOW
BOZEEB VALIANT KNIGHT
*KAYROSSI MS KOMOTION AZ

